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based on the above it can be assumed that if a server is virtualized for general use, then it is also a
good idea to make it available for hosting small web sites or for web surfing. if the server can be

used for internal processing or processing of data, then it is also suitable for general usage. however
a virtual machine server can be more versatile than a dedicated web server. if a virtual machine

server is designed for hosting a single web site, then only one web server has to be maintained. if
the same virtual machine server is designed to provide services to a number of web sites, then only

one web server and one dns server have to be maintained. in this case a single virtual machine
server can be used to host multiple web sites and it can also be used as a web caching server. the
speed of the network connection between the virtual machine server and the clients is also more

stable compared to the speed of a direct network connection between a web server and the clients.
the same machine can provide services for the website of a university, a museum or an institute. the
same network connection can be used to provide services for all client browsers. in this way no extra
bandwidth is wasted on any web site. in case the same server is used for hosting multiple web sites

it is also possible to offer a free service to smaller sites that do not have their own server. for
example the uc davis museum of paleontology can use the free service of the university's virtual
machine server for providing archived images of their web sites. another use case could be that a
virtual machine server is used for hosting a university or institute's web site, but the same server

also offers the services to private web sites. if the university or institute's web site is maintained by
the it department of the university, then the private web sites are also maintained by the it

department. if the web server is also maintained by the it department, then both types of sites can
be maintained on a single virtual machine server, thereby saving even more it resources. if the

private web site is managed by a web developer or web designer, then the costs for purchasing the
web server or web space can be saved, because the same virtual machine server can be used for the

private web sites.
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in case you're not familiar with the term war. it stands
for web archive which is a zip file that you can upload

directly to a webserver. the file will be compressed
and the webserver will serve it up to the web browser
as a static file. a script that runs on the webserver can

then extract the war file and decompress it to a
directory for web serving. in this case the script will
create a directory called war in the webserver root

directory. in the root directory of the webserver there
will be a folder called images inside this folder a new
folder called images/war will be created. in this new
folder will be one file called index.html the script will

also create a new directory for the images in the
images/war folder. this way you can store all your

images in a single location on the webserver. if you
want to change the behavior of the script, simply edit
the script. the script is provided as part of the zip file
and is hosted at . in a research laboratory multiple
operating systems, different versions and flavors of

software packages need to be used. a good solution is
a virtual machine image where the operating system

is installed and the software or applications are
downloaded and installed via the operating system.
this avoids the need for multiple operating systems

which may run simultaneously on the same computer.
a similar setup can be used in a teaching environment
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where virtual machine images are used to emulate
different operating system and software environments
with different versions and flavors. that way students

can learn a virtual machine with windows xp and
install the software and use it at the same time as a
virtual machine with windows 7 and install the same
software. students can get a snapshot of the virtual

machine when finished and then use the same
snapshot again for the next virtual machine.
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